
BRAND

INTRODUCTION



Memories that scent recalls, loveydovey will make that memories.

We know that the fragrance remains long and reminds you over time, 

So we want to make memories not products.

DEAR _________ .



FIRST MOVER

& MARKET-DRIVER

+

The Loveydovey is a collective intelligence-based fragrance brand born in 2014 with an average age of 28 and 

five young people gathered together for over a year for intense planning and identification.

Loveydovey is the first fragrance brand which has added a function to the fragrance in Korea, and it aims to redefine the framework 

of existing fragrance products, and has become the first mover that has created a new category called 'Fabric Mist’. Since then,

it has become the standard of all fabric mist, and still now as the first mover, it has become a ref. Point of Me too brands.

Lovely, Lively, but your friendly friend Loveydovey has launched all of its products after strict internal and external testing as the 

'Scent Certification System Scent Certification System' for all products with the philosophy of 'Easy to use, but the result will be fragrant'.

LOVELY

PRODUCTS

LIVELY

EXPERIENCE

+ FRIENDLY

STORE



LOVELY

Lovely Products

PRODUCTS

LThe scent supporter Loveydovey to create a lovely daily life for our 

customers has worked with Dominique Preyssas, the chief perfumer of 

CPL Aromas in the UK and has used only the fragrances that he has 

steered by himself and all products will only be released if they are 

available at ‘reasonable price, rational utilization.’

(Please check 'United Kingdom CPL Aromas Technical Support' on 

the product label.)



L

LIVELY

Vivid experiential marketing

EXPERIENCE

It is the Marketing Goal of Loveydovey that draws invisible

fragrance vividly. We are running the campaign and aim to

reach as many customers as possible so that they can

experience the fragrance directly.

In addition, we fulfill the creating shared value(CSV) and corporate 

social responsibility(CSR) to make them happier.



F

FRIENDLY

A Friendly distribution channel

STORE

We Loveydovey carry our products for Young Masstige Line in the 

store with close psychological distance and easy to access and under 

strict control.

In addition, we form a schema for place and products to customers 

through a thorough separation of the distribution channel for each 

line of Loveydovey products (Young Masstige vs. Prestige).



WHAT IS

FONDLY.

LOVEYDOVEY

Loveydovey is an adjective that express overflowing lovely behavior and

expresses a romance for the lovers who feel titillation.

It is a brand name that expresses our desire to support customers with our

own fragrance so that they can always feel ‘be loved’ and ‘in love’.



LOVELY

Lovely Products

PRODUCTS

01  FABRIC MIST

02  EAU DE PERFUME

03  BODY 

04  HAIR

05  HOUSE

06  SPECIAL LINE 

07  LIMITED EDITION (COLLABORATION)



Sign. Product

PRODUCT INFO.

01 PRODUCT

The reference point of Fabric Mist and cumulative sales

volume of 2 million!

The original brand of Fabric mist, Loveydovey's fiber perfume is 

a reference point in the industry as <a functionality perfume> 

such as deodorant, antibacterial, skin irritation, anti-static, 

48 hours of fragrance persistence and fine dust barrier.

Also, our brand is major shops such as all of H&B stores in 

Korea, department stores and beauty shops as major spots, 

fashion shops and living shops!

Category Fragrance > Fabric Mist

S.K.U

Jumbo line 14,800 500ml 17EA

Classic line 9,800 200ml 31EA

Mini line 3,900 60ml 12EA

Test report
Continuous fragrance, anti-static, deodorant, 

antibacterial

Distribution H&B(LOHB'S, lalavla, Olive Young), online store

FABRIC
MIST



Natural deodorization 99.6% Antibacterial 99.9% Non-irritation for
skin is certified!

Anti-static

ALL EWG Level 1 long lasting effects for
48 hours

Ecocert certified
raw materials

CMIT and guanidine is
not detected.

Fabric Mist certificates and test certificates



Fragrance

PRODUCT INFO.

02 PRODUCT

Premium Nichi perfume over 500 days of research and development!

We uncover female customers’ needs that they do not want to share 

their own fragrance and do research and development for Eau de 

parfum. The Eau de parfum has been launched by selecting only the 

fragrances of Dominique Preyssas of CPL Aromas, who has perfected 

the perfumes of famous European brands. 

By using only grain fermented botanical alcohol which 

contains good ingredients that are not harmful to the health of 

the customer, we have served more delicate and rich 

fragrance.

EAU DE
PERFUME

Category Fragrance > Eau de Perfume

S.K.U Classic Line 23,000 30ml 8EA

Distribution H&B(LOHB'S, LaLavla), Online store



PRODUCT INFO.

03 PRODUCT

Loveydovey body care 4 sets which offer more than fragrance!

Based on the ideas over 70% of cosmetics consumers in Korea 

think that they have dry skin, we develop seasonal oil for spring, 

summer (oil mist), autumn and winter (dry oil) and solve a lot 

of customers’ troubles suffered from itching caused by dryness!

Plus, body care with a moisturizing Pentavitin!

After the first launch, we enter the store called Lalavla and further 

expansion of lineup is in progress.

BODY
CARE

Category Body Care > Soap / Lotion / Mist / Oil

S.K.U

Soap 12,900 390ml 4EA

Lotion 12,900 390ml 4EA

Oil 14,900 250ml 2EA

MIST (OIL Type) 10,900 100ml 2EA

MIST (WATER Type) 9,900 100ml 2EA

Distribution H&B(Lalavla, Boots), Online Store

Bodywash / Bodylotion / Bodymist / Bodyoil



PRODUCT INFO.

04 PRODUCT

HAIR
CARE
Shampoo / Hair Booster

Loveydovey’s black food complex BLACK COMPLEX!

The healthy scalp and silicone free shampoos 3 sets made by adding 

the clean area Northern Europe’s Peat water which has great ability 

to absorb wastes and black food complex which is good for the bulb 

of a hair and scalp.

Hair Ampoule to improve extremely damaged hair without rinsing in 

just 5 seconds! A simple care product for modern people who are 

really busy and want rapid results. It contains milk Protein, Silky 

Amino Acid and Propolis & Honey Ingredients, so that it is possible to 

make your hair gentle and shiny easily!

Category Hair Care > Shampoo / Hair Booster

S.K.U

Shampoo
Repair Line

15.900 400g 2EA

Shampoo
Scalp Line

15,900 400g 1EA

Hair Booster 1,900 12ml 1EA

Distribution H&B(LaLavla, Boots), Online store



Color Pop Hair Treatment

PRODUCT INFO.

04 PRODUCT

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th production products continuously 

sold out! The fast-following product, Loveydovey color treatment 

colorpop is a self-care hairdye that lasts for about 14 days. It 

makes up for the disadvantages that should be maintained for a 

long time after dyeing and a part of hair that is rapidly damaged. 

We launched Mix ash color reflecting personal skin tone color 

and trend which previously had no options!

We successfully enter the offline drugstore store through word of 

mouth of teen community.

HAIR
CARE

Category Hair > Color Treatment

S.K.U Color Pop 5,900 50g 11EA

Distribution H&B(LOHB'S), Online store



Before and after using color pop treatment

Sugar Pink Raspberry Jam Rose Macaron

Peachpeach Coral Ash Lavender Mix Ash

Ash Khaki Russian Blue Mix Ash Light

Cinnamon Brown Emerald Black



PRODUCT INFO.

05 PRODUCT

Loveydovey fragrance care at home now!

These products are developed & launched at the request of 

customers who desire signature fragrances of their home such 

as diffuser with only grain fermented botanical alcohol from 

nature, safe handmade soy candle 100% extracted from beans, 

and freshener which make us feel the fragrance of Loveydovey

anywhere!

In addition, a neat and luxurious package suitable for gifts

HOUSE
CARE

Category House Care > Candle / Diffuser / Freshener

S.K.U

Candle 19,800 160ml 4EA

Diffuser 19,800 110ml 5EA

Freshener 3,000 6g 10EA

Distribution H&B(LOHB'S, LaLavla), Online store

Candle / Diffuser / Freshener



PRODUCT INFO.

06 PRODUCT

It is KFDA-approved quasi-drugs and can be used for infants

and young children!

A safe pest repellent, Loveydovey’s Bugfree is a quasi-drug that 

powerfully protects us against not only mosquitoes but also trombicula. 

It contains Icaridine component made by Bayer, a 70-year-old German 

company. (Excluding the concerned component DEET component)

In addition, it is a pocket-sized product that can be brought into the 

cabin and it is a necessity of outdoor activities such as travel abroad, 

mountain climbing and fishing!

A mosquito repellent available for the whole family with confidence!

BUG
FREE

Category Functionality Special Edition > Mosquito repellent

S.K.U BugFree 9,800 50ml 3EA

Test Report Quasi-drug

Distribution H&B(LaLavla), Online store

Mosquito • Harmful insect • Trombicula repellent



Chupa chups / Doraemon /
Marymond / Memebox

PRODUCT INFO.

07 PRODUCT

Collaboration with brands of high name value!

Loveydovey has collaborated with a variety of well-known brands in 

each field, and these products are sold out quickly after launch!

We show off our power in this field as an original brand of Fabric mist 

through the collaboration with Marymond doing a human branding 

project related to comfort women, Chupa chups having a long history 

of Playful & Joyful brand, Doraemon which has been loved since 1969, 

and Memebox which is no.1 beauty platform in Korea!

Through this, we receive a lot of collaboration proposal from other 

media channels.

COLLABO
RATION

Category Limited Edition

S.K.U

Memebox Fabric Mist, Perfume, Body Mist

Marymond Fabric Mist, Freshener

Chupa Chups Fabric Mist

Draemong Fabric Mist

Distribution Online Store, H&B(LOHB'S Spot Sales-Marymond)



Infinite / Lovelyz / Golden Child

PRODUCT INFO.

07 PRODUCT

Limited Edition released through the collaboration with Big entertainment!

Fabric Mist collaboration for 1020 who are the main target audience

of Loveydovey was conducted with Woollim entertainment’s 

representative Idol <INFINITE>, <Lovelyz>, <Golden Child>!

7000 products are sold within 8hours after launch in sensation!

All sets of INFINITE were sold out only in 4 days during pre-selling!

Recording the sell-out of all artist’s pre-selling quantity!

Building up an enormous issue with great influence such as 2nd rank 

in SNS hot-topic, keyword share record at portal ‘N’ , and so on.

COLLABO
RATION

Category Limited Edition

S.K.U

INFINITE Fabric Mist

Lovelyz Fabric Mist

Golden Child Fabric Mist

Distribution Online Store



COLLABO
RATION
SBS / 2018 Supermodel survival

Develop collaboration products with SBS, one of the three major 

channels of Korea!

Meeting of the Hottest brand & program. Release two kinds of 

S/S season-custom supermodel body mist through the collaboration

with <supermodel 2018 survival>.

Additional launching composed of two kinds of Oil-body mist cater

to F/W season! Co-development of MD product which could 

make sensation in every release of new product.

Loveydovey’s co-development products that have been continuously

talked about and introduced in popular SBS programs

Category Limited Edition

S.K.U

SUPER MODEL BODY MIST HANDAM BEACH

SUPER MODEL BODY MIST AEWOL BLOSSOM

F/W SUPER MODEL BODY MIST Undetermined

F/W SUPER MODEL BODY MIST Undetermined

Distribution Online Store, H&B(LOHB'S, lalavla)

PRODUCT INFO.

07 PRODUCT



The body mist which passed the clinical trial for the first time in Korea, A co-

development MD product that can stir up sensation as SBS supermodel’s body 

care secret with product reliability. During the survival, the product using scene 

were exposed in the model’s natural activity cut etc. Uploaded to the model’s 

personal SNS and became famous as 

the product in issue. While created a huge issue for supermodel fans, F/W 

season-custom products were released following the popularity of 

S/S season products.

Meeting with the Top Model Selection Program in issue!

SUPER MODEL 

X



After broadcasting, more than 1000 consumer buzz amounts and positive keywords are derived.

Achieve over 80000 engagement only in 3days from video posting.

Sudden increase of brand keyword and exposed many times by the portal N’s main video etc, reliability and Issue was created through the Issue program.

Exposed many times in SBS famous issue program such as [A day of eating out], 
[Woman Plus], [BPS Bulletproof boys], etc.

ISSUE PROGRAM



LIVELY

Vivid experiential marketing

EXPERIENCE

01  WHY EXPERIENCE?

02  REAL EXPERIENCE 

03  DRAWING ON EXPERIENCE 

03  CSR & CSV



+

① The Big Data analysis of customers of fragrance-related products reveals that purchasing fragrance products is an adventure for them because

they cannot know the flavor until they are used.→ We set a marketing Goal called Consumer Experience through BTL.

② We have conducted regular surveys (more than 10,000 cumulative panels) for customers of our products and the results reveal that the 

fundamental needs are a vivid description of fragrance.  → We set a marketing Goal that we should draw the fragrance as if the customers

are experiencing real fragrance.

BIG DATA

=
MARKETING

GOAL
SURVEY

DRAW A FRAGRANCE! THE SCENT IS INVISIBLE TO THE EYES!

★

Drawing accurate and precise Marketing Goals based on data.

WHY EXPERIENCE?



We meet our customers through college marketing competition, university 

festivals, film festivals and film previews!

We have conducted steady <Youth Support Marketing> through the 

Universities and high schools in Seoul Metropolitan area (selected as 

Participant through our own consumer targeting) and carry out <Marketing 

Competition> with a single university for the first time of small businesses.

The students who won the competition participated our internship and were 

selected as best practice in the university.

We have conducted a Face-to-Face Marketing through a platform that

makes us communicate with our target 30-40s to take the advantageous 

position first to our expanded target.

Direct Experience through multiple platforms

REAL EXPERIENCE

FACE TO FACE + CAMPAIGN

= CUSTOMER DELIGHT



Since there is no one who knows the characteristics of the product better than 

we do, we have conducted in-house viral marketing!

We have delivered vivid information and done viral marketing with the goal 

of drawing the fragrance vividly as if they had experienced it themselves!

→ More than 75% of consumers who buy through offline make their standard 

and purchase products with this information! (working as a Ref. Point)

All contents are produced and released through in-house marketing and 

aimed at producing high-quality WOM (Word-of-mouth).

We utilize new media as well as existing platform and carry out Ad which fits 

to our brand identity.

Just as they have experienced, our own vivid description

DRAWING ON EXPERIENCE

VIVID INFO. + VIRAL

= WOM & VIVIDNESS



Creating good value for the company conveys positive elements to the 

consumer for the brand!

We have made our every effort to fulfill corporate social responsibilities 

through the platform that meets the target customers not for just a "good 

job" and had product support and financial support to give more 

opportunities to low-income teens, unwed mothers, and college students.

In addition, we have provided a scholarship through the competition and 

student internship to create shared value!

Through this, we attract public attention since the research paper on how 

the flow affects the consumer was published.

Creating social responsibility and shared value that have a positive impact on persuasion.

CSR & CSV

CSR + CSV

= POSITIVE ATTITUDE



FRIENDLY

Friendly distribution channels

STORE

01 OFF-LINE

02  ON-LINE

03  HOME SHOPPING



We entered completely 3 H&B shops (we operated about 1,300 nationwide stores)

STORE INFO.

※ Based on April, 2018

Drug Store

(About 1,050 stores)

Oliveyoung 733

Fashion Shop

(46 stores)

Parkland 9

Lalavla 191 Olivia Lauren 20 

Lohbs 104 Wellmade 16 

Boots 11 Sejung 1 

Pandora 11 

Beauty Shop

(6 stores)

Belport 3

Department store

(14 stores)

The Galleria 11 Sugarcup 2

Shinsegae 2 Chicor 1

AK Plaza 1 

Etc.

(135 stores)

Kyobo books

35 

Living shop

(25 stores)

Kosney 5 YP Books

Hanssem 11 Bookslibro

Lock&Lock 6 1300K 2

Martine Sitbon Living 3 Noldagage 8

Mart E-mart 40 Artbox 90

Duty-Free Dongwha 2

OFF-LINE STORE



OFF-LINE STORE



OFF-LINE STORE



OFF-LINE PROMOTION



OFF-LINE VMD



We opened all of online channels (we operated about 30 mall)

STORE INFO.

※ Based on April, 2018

Operating Mall
Loveydovey Official Mall

Social

wemakeprice

Naver store coupang

Open Market

G Market Tmon

Auction

General Mall

Lotte i mall

11st CJ O shopping

Interpart SSG

Mall

Styleshare GS shop

Memebox AK MALL

Marymond Lotte Mart mall

Womanstalk

Shopping mall
for members only

Kakaostory

TenbyTen Pingdamall

Daiso Hoowa

SkinRx Ymall

iBeautyLab wifetable

1300K Dabangshop

Kakaotalk
China

Xiaohongshu

Taobao

ON-LINE STORE



ON-LINE STORE



ON-LINE STORE



Sold out the stock 5 times in a row. 

Swept broadcasting gold time only in 3 months and provided 9 broadcasts.

Recorded over 350,000 body mist sales as a single item. 

Encore requests of the consumers flowed in!

SOLD
OUT!

HOME SHOPPING
Home & Shopping: Recording 350 thousand sales and successive 
sellouts only in 3 months 



Positioning as the strong company in home shopping

HOME SHOPPING

Getting out of the 1020 target, which were the main target of the Loveydovey and started home shopping for 2040 enhancing and 

targeting new customers!

Opening up the new market was very well-received by consumers, recording successive sellouts! 

Positioning as the main brand of the Home & Shopping due to continuous asks for encores and the body mist crisis. 

Offered new spaces by the companies other than Home and Shopping, Loveydovey is incessantly entering to the home shopping market.


